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Contemporary political regimes

5.00 credits 30.0 h Q2

Teacher(s) Dupuy Claire ;

Language : English

Place of the course Louvain-la-Neuve

Main themes The course of contemporary political Systems is destined to present a preview of the main political régimes that
meets in the contemporary States. It has been decided to keep political systems considered like democratic only. By
"political system", one not only hears the exam of the efficient exercise of the power as it results from the dominant
institutional practice, but also the synthetic presentation of the rules, legal or no, of organization and working of the
authorities and the description of the electoral system, of the system of the parties and pressure groups.

Learning outcomes At the end of this learning unit, the student is able to :

1
The object of the course is to offer to the students a sufficient information on the institutions and the system
politics of some countries of which the place in the world is important or original. It must also permit the
deepening of some questions of political science

Evaluation methods The evaluation of the course will be based on (i) a continuous evaluation based on readings that will be assigned
to students on a weekly basis (25% of the final grade), (ii) a reading report (35% of the final grade) and (iii) a written
exam (40% of the final grade). The marks for the continuous evaluation will carry over to the August session.

Teaching methods This course is taught mostly in a lecture-format but in-class activities also take place. Student participation is highly
appreciated!

Content There is a variety of contemporary democratic regimes, including liberal democracies and illiberal democracies,
majoritarian democracies and consociational democracies. The course draws from theories of comparative politics
to address pressing and longstanding issues like: Does the People actually governs in democratic regimes? Who
gets to be represented in democratic regimes and how? How is it that some democratic regimes endure while others
deteriorate in terms of democratic quality? How can plural societies be democratic? The course approaches these
issues comparatively with a focus on Western European democratic regimes. It also pays attention to historical
developments of democratic regimes and studies the contemporary challenges they face.

Inline resources The slideshow of each session is uploaded on Moodle after each class.

The weekly reading assignments are also available on Moodle.
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Programmes containing this learning unit (UE)

Program title Acronym Credits Prerequisite Learning outcomes

Minor in Human and Social

Sciences
MINHUSO 5

Minor in Political Sciences MINSPOL 5

Bachelor in Philosophy, Politics

and Economics
PPE1BA 5

Approfondissement 'Principes

de maîtrise de l'actualité'
APPMONDE 5

Bachelor in Political Sciences:

General
SPOL1BA 5
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